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Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by BentleyJunkie - 01 Mar 2009 17:36
_____________________________________

Hi All,

I'm back after a short, unplanned hiatus.

I'm decided to create a new log since I have a new, stricter "fall standard." When i began this
journey, it was appropriate to consider only spilling seed a fall, since I couldn't even go a week
at that point without spilling seed.

But now, I know I have the strength to view a fall in the correct way.

Giving in in any kind of way (looking at p*, touching my brit, spilling seed), is going to viewed as
a fall.

This is what led to my previous falls. This is really the last of the yh's lies that I have to
overcome.

I fell though my blackberry; I know that it having this unfiltered access to the internet is like
holding an open bottle of alcohol in front of an alcoholic.

I tried to remove access to the internet from the cell phone plan BUT VERIZON WON'T ALLOW
A BLACKBERRY WITHOUT A DATA PLAN.

What am I supposed to do? The phone was a present from my (unreligious) parents. I really
don't want to continue paying for the internet on my Blackberry if I'm not going to be using it. I
guess, I have to get a new phone.  This is going to be a real sacrifice. I really liked the phone!
Anyone have the Jnet filter on their blackberry?
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I've completed 8 days so far. I'm excited to see how far I can go now.

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by BentleyJunkie - 25 Mar 2009 12:44
_____________________________________

Today is ACTUALLY day 17, NOT 31.

I fell 18 days ago, but didn't have the courage to admit it.

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by the.guard - 25 Mar 2009 13:02
_____________________________________

Ok, well 17 = TOV!!

Good to hear from you Postal, you are a true warrior who never gives up and recognizes that
each time we get up again, each little bit we do in this are - is truly precious in Hashem's eyes!

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by the.guard - 28 Mar 2009 23:14
_____________________________________

Chart updated to 20 days. Hope all's well, Postal. Please confirm, Tzadik.

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by BentleyJunkie - 30 Mar 2009 02:37
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_____________________________________

Tiyva was strong today...but i stayed busy.

21 days complete.

Had a bit of a rough week [Reb Guard, you may no why :-) ]..but I've overcome this test of the
"heart" and have learned what I think I needed to learn.

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by the.guard - 30 Mar 2009 12:53
_____________________________________

Happy is your lot, Postal. You are going through difficult life-tests and showing G-d that he
means more to you than your own heart! Your reward is very great!

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by the.guard - 04 Apr 2009 21:30
_____________________________________

Should we update to 27 days?

Keep in touch Tzadik, we love to hear from you!

========================================================================
====

Re: Postal's Battle Log (Part 2)
Posted by battleworn - 30 Apr 2009 13:32
_____________________________________

:)POSTAL! what's doing? 
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